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Economic rebound in Q3, but signs that growth momentum is slowing
• After massive falls in GDP in Q2 across the advanced economies (AEs), the latest indicators are pointing to a substantial, but 

incomplete, Q3 rebound. However, momentum appears to have eased through Q3. Similarly, surveys point to a strong 
rebound in EMs in Q3, however mobility data suggests there is still some way to go, with the ongoing COVID-19 spread 
presenting a risk. 

• Due to the large falls in activity in the first half of the year the global economy is projected to contract by 4.0% in 2020 
(previously 3.8%) and then to grow by 6.3% (previously 5.9%) in 2021. For many countries a full recovery is expected to take an 
extended time.

• Financial markets have continued to recover from the impact of the recession, although there has been a retreat in equities in 
recent days. Financial conditions improved for major advanced economies in August, in part due to policy efforts to keep 
markets functioning. How bank lending standards evolve is an issue to watch, with a tightening already evident in the US. 
While advanced economy banks now have limited policy room, emerging market central banks have continued to ease rates. 

• The spread of the virus remains a key risk, with some countries struggling to get it under control and others having 
experienced a resurgence. This has led to measures to counteract the virus being maintained or new actions taken. If this 
pattern keeps on being repeated not only will it disrupt the recovery but it will likely result in longer lasting damage to 
economies. Another key risk is around how authorities manage the unwinding of the large policy supports that were put in 
place, with uncertainty around US fiscal policy the most immediate concern. 

EMBARGOED UNTIL: 11.30AM THURSDAY 10 SEPTEMBER 2020

Global Growth Forecasts (% change) Generally very large declines in Q2 GDP across the globe
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Q1 '20 (q/q%) Q2 '20 (q/q%)
Q4 '19 to Q2 '20 (%)

GDP growth - selected countries2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

US 3.0 2.2 -4.1 3.4 2.7

Euro-zone 1.9 1.3 -6.4 5.7 2.2

Japan 0.3 0.7 -5.4 2.8 1.4

UK 1.3 1.4 -9.2 7.4 2.2

Canada 2.0 1.7 -6.5 4.4 2.7

China 6.8 6.1 1.5 9.5 5.8

India 6.8 4.9 -8.8 13.3 6.0

Latin America 1.1 0.1 -8.4 3.7 3.5

Other East Asia 4.2 3.4 -3.5 5.3 5.1

Australia 2.8 1.8 -4.7 1.3 2.9

NZ 3.2 2.3 -5.6 1.8 4.2

Global 3.6 3.0 -4.0 6.3 3.9



CREDIT CONDITIONS
The financial system met business needs during downturn…risk of tighter lending standards going forward

2 Sources: Refinitiv, Bank of Japan, Eurostats, Bank of Canada
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FINANCIAL AND COMMODITY MARKETS
Markets have continued to recover, supported by fiscal and monetary programs

3

• Broadly financial markets have continued to recover from COVID-19 
related downturns between mid-February and mid-April. Financial 
conditions indices, which combine a broad range of market indicators 
into a single measure, turned positive (indicating accommodative 
conditions) for major advanced economies in August, in part 
reflecting efforts of monetary authorities and governments to keep 
financial markets functioning. 

• Central banks cut rates aggressively in response to the first wave of 
COVID-19 outbreaks, with advanced economy central banks 
essentially exhausting conventional policy measures. In contrast, 
emerging market banks have continued to ease rates, given greater 
policy room. Combined with fiscal programs, central banks have used 
a range of other measures, including bank funding programs, asset 
purchases and loan guarantees to support the flow of credit.

• The US Federal Reserve announced a move to average inflation 
targeting in late August. As inflation has been below its 2% target for 
a while, this means that it will seek to have inflation exceed 2% for a 
period of time. This reinforces our expectation that the fed funds rate 
target range will remain unchanged over our forecast horizon.

• Equity markets have steadily recovered from their troughs recorded 
in the latter part of March. This trend has been evident across both 
advanced and emerging equity markets, with US equity markets 
reaching fresh record highs in early September, driven largely by 
technology stocks, before a subsequent retreat.

• Volatility in equity markets – as measured by the VIX index –
although still high by historical standards (and up in recent days), has 
decreased significantly from the peaks recorded in March (which 
briefly exceeded those seen during the Global Financial Crisis).

• Similarly, there have been signs of stabilisation in government bond 
markets. Yields on 10 year government bonds fell sharply between 
February and March for a number of major economies (such as the 
US, Canada and UK), however they have remained relatively stable 
since April. 

• Commodity prices have broadly strengthened in recent times, with 
the Refinitiv CoreCommodity CRB Index trending higher since mid 
April from what were its lowest levels since 2002. That said, 
the aggregate index remains below its pre-COVID-19 levels, 
albeit this largely reflects the weakness in oil markets, with 
the non-energy index having fully recovered.

Non-energy commodity prices have
trended higher since April

Sources: Bloomberg, Refinitiv, NAB Economics

Financial conditions have steadily
improved since mid-April

Central banks have cut policy rates; 
added unconventional measures

Equity markets largely recovered; 
US retreating from record highs
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ADVANCED ECONOMIES
Q3 GDP likely to bounce higher, but momentum has been lost through the quarter
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• After massive falls in GDP in Q2 across the advanced economies (AEs), 
the latest indicators are pointing to a substantial, but incomplete, Q3 
rebound. However, momentum appears to have eased within the 
quarter. This may reflect a waning of pent-up demand, resurgence of 
the virus in some regions – and reimposition of restrictions or more 
cautious behaviour – and the reality that a full recovery will take time. 

• The latest monthly activity indicators are generally well above their 
Q2 averages, pointing to strong Q3 GDP growth. While many of the 
partial indicators have a goods focus, activity restrictions have 
generally impacted the service sector more. Nevertheless, even 
though US consumption has rebounded less than goods focussed 
retail sales, in July it was still up a strong 8% on Q2. Partial indicators 
point to a stronger than anticipated recovery so far, leading to an 
upward revision to our Q3 estimates for the major AEs. 

• However, there are signs that momentum slipped through the 
quarter. July retail sales eased in the Euro-zone and Japan, and the 
growth rate decelerated in the US and UK. The August composite PMI 
for the Euro-zone declined and in Japan it only eked out a small gain, 
remaining in contractionary territory. Some high frequency indicators 
– such as Google Mobility – are either improving at a slower rate or 
flattened out (particularly in the US). In the case of Korea, renewed 
restrictions (primarily affecting services) and community reaction have 
had a particularly big impact on its mobility data. That said, trade and 
IP indicators are still picking up (strongly in some cases) and the 
recent decline in US cases is a positive.

• The loss in momentum likely reflects several factors. The initial re-
bound likely had an element of ‘pent-up’ demand. Moreover, the 
resurgence in case numbers in the US over June/July and, more 
recently, in parts of Europe (particularly Spain and France), as well as 
in Japan, has likely led to more cautious behaviour, as well as some 
reimposition of government restrictions or delays in plans to remove 
them. While the COVID-19 measures put in place this time have been 
less strict (and more localised) than in April/May, this could change. 

• The fading in momentum is consistent with the notion that initial 
gains in activity were always going to be easy to achieve but
that a full recovery would take time. This is for a variety or reasons,
including the likelihood of many permanent business closures,
the ongoing uncertainty around COVID-19, tighter financial 
conditions and the time needed to adjust to structural change 
accelerated by the virus (e.g. on-line retail, work from home). Sources: Refinitiv, https://www.google.com/covid19/mobility/, NAB Economics. * Latest data are July or June; volume 

data used where available

Pointing to a strong rebound in
GDP in Q3 after Q1/Q2 crash

The recovery has lost momentum
through Q3

Surveys (ex Japan) back in positive
territory but August dip in Euro-Z.

Partial indicators of activity
well above their Q2 average
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EMERGING MARKET ECONOMIES 
Signs of recovery from deep downturn, but still an uncertain path ahead
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• Economic trends in emerging markets differed in the second quarter –
with growth in China overwhelmed by steep contractions in other 
major economies. Overall, our estimate of emerging market GDP fell 
by 7.4% yoy, led by India and Latin America, compared with a 2.3% 
decline in Q1.

• India’s economy contracted sharply in Q2 – down by almost 24% yoy. 
Both investment (down 47% yoy) and private consumption (down 
27% yoy) fell sharply – the latter reflecting the spike in 
unemployment, from around 9% at the start of April to around 25% 
between late April and early June, before subsequently settling back 
between 9.5% and 10% in late August. 

• The spread of COVID-19 remains a major issue in India – where new 
cases have continued to climb – and Brazil, where new case numbers 
have stabilised, rather than falling.

• Business surveys show a recovery in activity in most emerging 
markets in Q3. The aggregate EM manufacturing PMI strengthened in 
August – up to 52.5 points – compared with 51.4 points in July. The 
improvement was driven by India (which moved from negative to 
positive in August) and Brazil (which continues to record strong 
manufacturing trends despite the rapid spread of COVID-19).

• The EM services PMI also returned to positive territory in August – up 
to 51.4 points, from 49.4 points previously. A pickup in India’s services 
PMI – albeit remaining steeply negative at 41.8 points – was the key 
contributor.

• High frequency activity indicators – such as Google Mobility data –
show a gradual improvement in the second half of August in a range 
of major EMs, including India, Brazil, Indonesia and Russia. This 
suggests that Q2 is likely to be the trough of the current downturn. 
However, these measures remain below typical levels, highlighting 
that the recovery still has a way to go. 

• Emerging markets are far more trade dependent than advanced 
economies, meaning that they have suffered a greater impact from 
the downturn in global trade. The CPB measure of trade volumes 
shows that EM exports contracted by 7.3% yoy (on a three month 
moving average) in June – albeit declines were considerably 
larger in May than June, which could point to a turning point.

Sources: Markit, Refinitiv, Google, NAB Economics

Trade activity has contracted, but
may be starting to turn

Mobility data shows the EM
recovery still has a way to go

PMI surveys show a recovery 
across most EMs in Q3

EM GDP declined in Q2, with India
contracting sharply
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GLOBAL FORECASTS, POLICIES AND RISKS
Global rebound underway, but virus spread still a concern and policy support remains important
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• The recovery in the global economy that is underway is evident in 
global trade and industrial production. According to data from the CPB, 
the bottom for global industrial production was reached in April while 
for trade it was May. In June, industrial production and merchandise 
trade were up 4.8% and 7.6% on May respectively .

• National indicators point to a further rebound in trade and IP in July as 
does the upturn in the global manufacturing PMI which continued 
through both July and August. The global services PMI has also 
rebounded strongly and is now a little above that of the manufacturing 
PMI. However, given the fall in the services PMI was far greater, it 
suggests that services activity is further away from its pre-COVID level 
than is manufacturing. This is not surprising as social distancing and 
many of government restrictions put in place to control COVID-19 
particularly impact some service industries (e.g. travel, restaurants, 
entertainment and even heath care). 

• We expect strong growth in the global economy in Q3. However, due to 
the large falls in activity in the first half of the year, and our expectation 
that for many countries a full recovery will take a long time (China the 
notable exception), 2020 will witness the largest contraction in annual 
economic growth since the early 1950s, if not the Great Depression.

• The global economy is projected to contract by 4.0% in 2020 (previously 
3.8%) and then to grow by 6.3% (previously 5.9%) in 2021. The 2020 
downward revision is despite upward revisions for the major advanced 
economies (except the UK) and reflects a downside revision to our 
forecast for India (the world’s third largest economy on a PPP basis).

• The spread of the virus remains a key risk. Several countries have found 
it difficult to get it under control (e.g. Brazil and India) while others 
have seen a resurgence in cases (including the US – although it is now 
on a downwards track, and parts of Europe and Asia). This has led to 
measures to counteract the virus being maintained or new actions 
taken. If this pattern keeps on being repeated not only will it disrupt the 
recovery, it will likely result in longer lasting damage to economies. 

• Another key risk concerns how authorities manage the unwinding of 
the large policy supports were put in place. A sudden withdrawal has 
the potential to de-rail or slow the recovery. Of particular concern is the 
political deadlock in the US which is casting doubts on the prospect
of additional fiscal measures. US elections in November mean 
policy uncertainty is likely to remain high while China-US tensions
over trade and other issues represent another risk.

Sources: Refinitiv, Markit, CPB, NAB Economics

Global trade and industrial
rebound underway

Business surveys point to rebound
continuing through to August

Virus still a major factor – some countries struggling to control &
resurgence in others 
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